[ ASSESSMENT GUIDELINE ]

Canadian SCI Standing and Walking Assessment Tool

The chart below indicates at which standing and walking stage specific assessments should begin to be collected. The assessments required will include the ones indicated at the specific stage as well as all those indicated at the lower stages (For example, if the patient is at Stage 2A, it is necessary to complete the appropriate 2A assessments as well as assessments in Stage 1B).

**Stage 0:**
Non-independent sitting capacity (no assessments required)

**Stage 0.5:**
Independent sitting capacity (no assessments required)

**Stage 1:**
No walking capacity

- 1A
- 1B BBS
- 1C

**Stage 2:**
Therapeutic walking capacity (indoors)

- 2A mTUG
- 2B mMini-BESTest
- 2C

**Stage 3:**
Functional walking (outdoors)

- 3A
- 3B m6MWT
- 3C

**Stage 4:**
Full walking capacity
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